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Question 1
(1 Hour)
Aye and Bea were professional basketball players that joined the YMCA (Young Male
Cow Association) to practice ball in an effort to improve their lay- up shots. After joining they
realized that the balls were flat and the floor was uneven and in need of a good polishing. Cee,
the manager, refused to accommodate them. Aye and Bea agreed that they would sneak into the
YMCA after hours, resurface the floors and replace the old balls with new ones.
One night, they went to the roof and climbed through the air vent with new balls and
polishing equipment. While Aye was polishing the floors, Bea replaced the old balls with new
ones. Unbeknownst to them there was a silent alarm. Undercover Officer Dee showed up armed
and ready to capture the culprits. When Aye saw Dee, handgun drawn, he thought that he was a
robber and yelled to Bea, “Look out, he is after our balls”. Scared, Bea threw a ball at Dee
which caused his firearm to accidently discharge and hit Aye. Aye died from the gunshot.
Dee announced that he was a police officer and responding to an alarm. Bea, in shock,
apologized to Dee and begged that he not be arrested. Dee, embarrassed by his clumsiness,
agreed as long as Bea would agree to help him remove the money from the cash drawer, split the
proceeds and make it look as if Aye committed suicide. Bea agreed and placed the firearm in
Aye’s hands towards the wound. When Dee was not looking, Bea slipped a gold ring from
Aye’s lifeless finger and placed it into his pocket. Dee and Bea split the money.
What crime or crimes have been committed by Aye, Bea, Cee and/or Dee, if any, Answer at
modern and common law.
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Question 2
(1 Hour)
Cee responded to the silent alarm and saw Bea and Dee leaving the YMCA with a hand
full of cash. Bea, put his hands in the air and screamed, “I, give up!” Dee was not giving up so
easy and pulled his secondary firearm from his leg holster and fired at Cee. The bullet missed,
but caused the nearby propane tank to explode, catch fire, and start to burn a nearby home
belonging to Eye.
When Eye saw his house on fire he demanded that his friend, Fee, enter in order to save
the family photos. When Fee refused, Eye threatened to whip him and take his wallet if he did
not comply. Fee succumbed and went into the burning house. While trying to locate the photos,
Fee died from smoke inhalation.
Gee overheard the conversation between Eye and Fee and struck Eye over the head in
disgust. Hee, in a drunken stupor, stumbled into the burning house, causing the door to fall from
its hinges. Hee grabbed a bottle of booze before stumbling out through the burning door frame.
With the bottle in hand, Hee ran into his buddy, Iye, who is a paranoid schizophrenic. Iye
thought that the bottle of booze was a love potion and poured it onto Jay and lit it on fire to get
her hot. The booze ignited causing her hair to singe to the scalp as well as burn off the tip of one
of her ears.
Answer this question independent of Question 1.
What crime or crimes have been committed by Bea, Dee, Eye, Gee, Hee, and Iye, if any.
Answer at modern and common law.

